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Summary
Background: Medical informatics, or biomedical and health informatics (BMHI), has become an established scientific discipline. In all such disciplines there is a certain inertia to persist in focusing on well-established research areas and to hold on to well-known research methodologies rather than adopting new ones, which may be more appropriate.

Objectives: To search for answers to the following questions: What are research fields in informatics, which are not being currently adequately addressed, and which methodological approaches might be insufficiently used? Do we know about reasons? What could be consequences of change for research and for education?

Methods: Outstanding informatics scientists were invited to three panel sessions on this topic in leading international conferences (MIE 2015, Medinfo 2015, HEC 2016) in order to get their answers to these questions.

Results: A variety of themes emerged in the set of answers provided by the panellists. Some panellists took the theoretical foundations of the field for granted, while several questioned whether the field was actually grounded in a strong theoretical foundation. Panellists proposed a range of suggestions for new or improved approaches, methodologies, and techniques to enhance the BMHI research agenda.

Conclusions: The field of BMHI is on the one hand maturing as an academic community and intellectual endeavour. On the other hand vendor-supplied solutions may be too readily and uncritically accepted in health care practice. There is a high chance that BMHI will continue to flourish as an important discipline; its innovative interventions might then reach the original objectives of advancing science and improving health care outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Medical informatics, or biomedical and health informatics (BMHI), has become an established scientific discipline (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). Through its international and national associations (as, e.g., documented in [7, 8]), and through its scientific conferences, journals and periodicals (e.g. [9]) researchers have been communicating their research results and contributing to scientific progress for more than five decades. By hopefully maintaining high scientific and ethical standards in research and in reviewing and selecting research papers for publication, they thereby share new knowledge, mainly by presenting original research articles and systematic reviews on a wide range of research topics.

Medical informatics has a clear objective. As a discipline, "concerned with the systematic organization, representation, and analysis of data, information and knowledge in biomedicine and health care" it "aims to contribute to high-quality, efficient health care and to quality of life on the one hand and to progress in science on the other" [10].

In all disciplines there is a certain inertia in keeping to well-established research areas (for major research areas in medical informatics see e.g. [11, 12]) to persist, even as they suffer from diminishing impact. Likewise, there is frequently a tendency for researchers of a discipline to hold on to well-known research methodologies or technologies rather than adopting new methodological or technical approaches that may contribute more effectively to research outcomes and advance collective and interdisciplinary understanding (see e.g. [13, 14, 15]). These observations prompt a number of questions:

1. What are highly original and relevant research fields for BMHI, which are not adequately addressed by current medical informatics research?
2. Which methodological or technical approaches are insufficiently used in trying to solve highly original and relevant research questions in our field?
3. Do we know about or can we guess at reasons for the above?
4. What could be consequences of change for research strategies?
5. What could be consequences of change on the knowledge and skills that have to be included in educational programs and courses in BMHI (e.g. [16, 17])?

To discuss this matter and to provide answers to the five questions, panel sessions entitled "Are we doing the right research in biomedical and health informatics and are we doing it right?" have been organized at Medical Informatics Europe (MIE) 2015 in Madrid, Spain [18], at Medinfo 2015 in Sao Paulo, Brazil [19], and at the Health Exploring Complexity Conference 2016 (incorporating MIE 2016) in Munich, Germany [20].

As organiser of the panels the first author of this manuscript (RH) invited outstanding informatics scientists and moderated the panel sessions at these leading international conferences. In addition to their long-term scientific activities most of the panel participants are or have been presidents or board members of leading informatics organizations with international impact such as IMIA [7], APAMI [21], EFMI [8], ACMII [22], and AMIA [23].

Twelve of the fourteen panelists (SB, SdL, MK, SK, CK, JM, VM, MM, FMS, AM, HAP, and INS) agreed to document their updated panel contributions in this paper. Their responses can be found in chapters one to five. Finally the last two authors (TYL and ATM) summarized the panelists’ answers.

It is our hope that some maybe critical and provocative thoughts can be presented in order to contribute to the scientific debate on the nature of good research in BMHI and its impact on the future of our field – a theme, which always has been an important tradition in this journal (see e.g. [1, 23], and, more recently, [24] with [25] and [26, 27] with [28] and [29, 30] with [31] and [32], as well as [33] with [34] and [35]). We are now putting them up for discussion and invite readers to send us their comments and their thoughts, preferably as letters to the editor.

On the authors’ contributions for this manuscript: RH is responsible for the introduction and for the overall organization, TYL and ATM for the discussion chapter. Each panellist contributed to this paper by providing their individual viewpoints on the five questions. All authors also contributed to the introduction, in particular CK, who was involved from the beginning with these panels together with RH.

In the following chapters one to five each panelist’s individual viewpoint (in alphabetic order) forms one section in this chapter. So the respective viewpoints can be clearly assigned to each panellist.

2. What are highly original and relevant research fields for biomedical and health informatics, which are not adequately addressed by current medical informatics research?

Suzanne Bakken: My contention is that discovery and intervention research in BMHI often lack a solid theoretical foundation although a theoretical base is a defining characteristic of a scientific discipline.

Simon de Lusignan: Linking phenotype – as defined within computerised medical records, especially the high quality data in sentinel networks [36, 37] to (1) ‘combined-omics data’ (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics): There is so much potential to answer and generate research questions; e.g. extending our understanding of diabetes [38]; (2) big data: We make very little use of unstructured/free text (written or audio); or make questionnaires part of clinical data; or add biometric data – from generic smart phones, as well as specific sensors. Better use of imaging for diagnosis and treatment. There is much potential for low cost imaging to improve care, e.g. ultrasound; whereas current practice favours high cost, high quality imaging systems. The latter are often relatively inaccessible.

Michio Kimura: I started my career in engineering faculty before going to medical school. There, I constructed a clinical counselling system as a master’s dissertation [39]. A pressure tank manufacturer wanted to apply knowledge-based systems to the design of a high pressure tank [40]. At the factory, I was shown many pictures
of fractured tanks. The engineers there explained them as their ‘gems’, saying that "Fractured tank cases are precious, as we learn much from failures, which costed highly". We can tell many other cases. A travel bag company provides their products free to airline crews, and replaces them by a new one, provided that they sent back the broken ones. By this, a company learns which part is likely to be broken. A baseball team manager says "Some wins are reasonless, but there is no reasonless loss." [41]. After graduation from medical school, I found there are only few failure reports in medical science. I find only few 'xxx is not effective to disease yyy' reports. Same things happen in basic science fields, too. There seems to be a large difference in sense of values between scientists and engineers. The former being 'discovering significant rules, theses, findings first' while the latter has 'developed or invented techniques used by many people'. The economic value of thoughts and invention is protected by other disciplines than intellectual rights. At least, clinical medicine should seek the latter, while accepting the intellectual right protection. Thus medical informatics, especially in applied systems, should follow this [42].

**Sabine Koch:** With the advent of new sources of health data we observe some current trends. Clinical research is going towards personalised and precision medicine. Health care providers are eager to measure the effect of their actions and to build a learning health care system. Data science is the new buzzword in computer science. Patients start measuring themselves and analyse their own data to personalise their treatment.

**Casimir Kulikowski:** Interpreting heterogeneous models of biomedical information for scientific inquiry and experimental design is needed across the spectrum of health and disease [43], based on neuroscience, cognitive-perceptual, social and utilitarian/economic considerations [44, 45] with explanation and prediction at multiple scales (nano-to-population, [46]); resolutions (as in imaging); and levels of abstraction with the implicit metaphorical assumptions behind idealized mathematical models [47]. For health care practices, we need theories of social interaction and role-dependent human ‘gaming’ under risk and uncertainty with responsibilities and accountabilities in ethics and law [48], based on cultural and microbiome interactions [49] and with cognitive linguistics theories of narrative, and underlying semantics of conceptual blending [50]. Sensory iconic representations for interface and graphical schemas [51] need to be developed so as to capture the tradeoffs between expressive visual languages and their ambiguities, with the goal of moving towards better cognitive models of individual normative care.

**John Mantas:** The field of BMHI is both theoretical and practical. In recent years the domain has been overwhelmed by the applications side; hence the term eHealth is dominant and most of the conferences are focused on that. Being that, the dominant area of the evidence-based and the evaluation of applications play an increased role. However, if we have to reflect on our field we have to think about the principles of setting up a research question. We usually have the following types of research questions, for example: (a) exploratory questions, such as "What are the specifications of a system?", (b) experimental questions, such as "Is prediction according to a given theory?", (c) theoretical questions, such as "What theory explains the observed data?".

**Victor Maojo:** Considering science, topics that (1) address basic scientific issues, focused on fundamental, informational problems (which may lead to Nobel Prizes). E.g., information theories in biology/chemistry, such as information coding, processing and transmission in the brain, can lead to paradigm shifts in neurology and psychiatry. And there are topics that (2) go beyond the current BMHI scope. E.g., nanomedicine, a promising new field for medicine, and its associated ‘nanoinformatics’ area. Last, but not least (3) early artificial intelligence work in decision-making and knowledge modeling should be revisited. Considering engineering, to investigate cognitive and usability issues related to BMHI. E.g., more intuitive, visual interfaces. Similarly, to increase early training to facilitate use of BMHI tools, beginning at medical schools. Also, systems for improving voice recognition for computer data entry. From a strategic perspective, a ‘Hilbert-like’ agenda [52] for envisioning fundamental research in the next decades might be necessary.

**Michael Marschollek:** Regarding the three – still up-to-date – goals set in the 2013 prognosis paper by Haux et al., patient-centered recording and use of data for cooperative care, process-integrated decision support and comprehensive use of patient data for research [53], we still under-achieve to some extent. We are faced with an ever increasing amount of new data from new data sources – patient and device-generated – and struggle to integrate and analyze these along with other clinical data, because of technical difficulties, imprecise semantics, but also because of doubts as to their quality and trustworthiness. Industrial players freely use such data to provide health related advice, with little or no quality control, creating a huge service-oriented health ‘apps’ business. In clinical informatics, we have not achieved broad-scale semantic interoperability, a prerequisite for ambitious decision support as well as for interdisciplinary secondary use research.

**Fernando Martín-Sanchez:** Exposome Informatics – Environmental health informatics, processing individual-level environmental risk data and their integration with genome and phenome data will hugely impact biomedical research and the discovery of underlying causes of diseases [54]. Participatory Health Informatics – Consumer-generated health data through participatory technologies (mobile health, social media, self-quantification, direct to consumer services) will play a vital role on prevention [33]. Health Informatics in Virtual Worlds – Technological developments based on (mobile) augmented reality and virtual reality (e.g. Pokemon GO) are opening up a myriad of opportunities for health informatics with potential impact on education, training and patient activation [55].

**Anne Moen:** We should ask more questions to scrutinise our assumptions, and therefore ask questions ‘if – when – how’ standardized and formalized representations play out in fine-tuned, socio-cultural webs of personal, professional, organizational, technical and culturally oriented health and wellness activities [56]. Furthermore, I would like to see more co-creating re-
3. Which methodological or technical approaches are insufficiently used in trying to solve highly original and relevant research questions in our field?

Suzanne Bakken: As a discipline with an applied component, BMHI needs development and testing of middle range theories as strategy for knowledge building and advancing the field as a scientific discipline. Grand theories are broad in scope, contain general concepts and propositions, and are typically not testable via empirical methods. A number of grand theories have informed BMHI research: general systems theory [57], Shannon-Weaver model of communication [58], human problem solving [59]. In addition, Blois explicated a grand theory for BMHI in his seminal work on the nature of information in medicine [60]. In contrast to grand theories, middle range theories are narrower in scope, have fewer concepts, and are testable [61]. In “When conversation is better than computation”, Coiera explicated a middle range theory based on the notion of the communication-information continuum [62]. The scope of the middle range theory is the health care organizational communication space. He argues that developing a richer understanding of communication tasks should help to design and implement information and communication technologies to meet organizational information needs. The middle range theory has informed multiple studies including those by Collins et al. about communication and documentation in the intensive care unit [63, 64, 65].

Simon de Lusignan: More use is needed of real world evidence. This should complement not substitute for randomized controlled trials. We need to understand what constitutes good quality real world evidence (from computerized medical records) and when best to use. Maybe long term follow up of trial participants [66]. Challenge of how to incorporate technology into clinical workflow; the barriers are more than just usability [67].

Michio Kimura: Evaluation of cases of not only reported ones, but all cases of real population. We have electronic medical records, which record all patient cases.

Sabine Koch: Informatics approaches to tackle new research questions stay however largely the same. We structure the data, try to make it semantically interoperable and of high quality, and build frameworks to interpret it.

Casimir Kulikowski: Integration of language, image, speech and recorded actions is needed to define new paradigms for experimental design in both the science and the clinical practice of BMHI.

John Mantas: Therefore, given our basis on the data, information, and knowledge model of the health care domain we are facing with research questions that are exploratory, theoretical and experimental: that is, observations are made of a system hence data are collected which can be processed to receive information, a theory is proposed which explains those observations, new predictions are made from this theory, and experiments are conducted to verify the predictions.

Victor Maojo: More research on hypothesis generation and problem solving. BMHI still lacks outstanding results from a scientific perspective. From the 20 most cited BMHI papers in the Thomson-Reuters’ ISI Web of Science, only a few might be labelled as ‘scientific’. Some papers actually suggest that some keywords can predict a higher probability of acceptance in some BMHI-related journals [68], which may indicate that highly original research or papers may well end up negatively peer-reviewed while some papers which just follow a current trend may have a higher chance of being accepted.

Michael Marschollek: We need to understand and teach more advanced (temporal) data analytics methods, likely leading to hybrid models combining medical domain knowledge and machine learned content.

Fernando Martin-Sanchez: Research should always rest on “methodologies that capture the processes integral to applications, the users and the world in which the users function” [69]. If we are to generate new knowledge in health informatics, the methodology used in a study must show how concepts from health sciences are integrated with concepts from information sciences. So far, exemplars of these integrative conceptual models or frameworks have been sporadic [70]. Instead, there have been many attempts to implement conceptual models from information and communication technologies in the health sector, with little success in many cases.

Anne Moen: Develop methodologies for sound and rigorous analysis of media rich data; e.g., real time images, video or unstructured text, to explore patient effort as they compare or contrast their own health data to people similar to me, and to see more research seeking to elicit real clinicians’ robust, operating strategies in our everyday health practices.
Hyeoun-Ae Park: Ontology development is one of the technical approaches insufficiently used to solve social big data analytics problems. If we would like to derive insights and contextual meaning from social big data, we need to have an ontology — explicit formal specifications of the terms in the domain and relations among them [71] — as a framework for social big data analytics. Developing an ontology includes: defining classes in the ontology, arranging the classes in a taxonomic (subclass – superclass) hierarchy, defining slots and describing allowed values for these slots, and filling in the values for slots for instances [72].

Indra Neil Sarkar: Innovations in biomedical informatics must be grounded in the realities of health care. Therefore, input from patients and true clinical stakeholders (not those who know informatics) is essential. Alongside descriptions of methodological innovations for understanding disease or impact care, there must be requirement of open data sets and open source code to accompany publications (akin to molecular sequence data).

Sabine Koch: Multi-disciplinarity is both the challenge and the opportunity of our field. We borrow methods and theories from many different fields and the definition of genuine BMHI methods and theories is difficult. Whereas we can find medical informatics methods such as e.g. signal processing or knowledge representation, the theoretical and conceptual base of our field is rather blurry. Another characteristic is the smooth transition between research and application. Per definition medical informatics aims “to contribute to high-quality, efficient health care and to quality of life on the one hand and to progress in science on the other” [10]. We have to admit that we failed in achieving this aim. Many informatics applications are not adapted to the users’ needs and thus not used or not used as intended, which prevents the expected benefits from being achieved.

Casimir Kulikowski: The field tends to accept the technologies of vendors with minimal questioning or change in current practices. New, responsible models for cyber-interactions must involve embodied cognition [75] with language/speech and visual/sensory interactions to help us escape the ‘prison of abstract data’ we are currently in so as to move towards more realistic ways of personalizing and individualizing health care.

John Mantas: Unfortunately, most of the research is conducted not to the whole spectrum described above but only at particular stages. Reasons for that is that the research is focused mainly on the applications either to develop them or to evaluate them, hence missing the main goal which is that research is required to verify the theory or to develop new theory, therefore, to increase the knowledge of the field of biomedical informatics and not simply to evaluate applications, which may be very useful but should not be our only main goal.

Victor Maajo: Currently, there might be a proliferation of topics such as user-acceptance, statistical analysis (particularly correlation-based, as in big data) and ontological issues in published papers, sometimes overlooking causation, scientific explanations and long-term impact.

Michael Marschollek: The simple answer is that moving and ever-changing targets are difficult to hit, and that we are often caught in our routine. A more thought-provoking answer may be that we are driven by research agendas, that we incline to do as we were taught or told, that we rather run with the pack and may over time become ‘comfortably numb’.

Fernando Martin-Sanchez: We have been suffering the effects of a scientific/academic system that punishes interdisciplinarity (academic careers, grants, publications, conferences). As a result of this, many academic groups and centers show some inertia in the way they conduct research. The current education model also contributes to this resistance to change. It has been recognized that the most exciting developments in science are taking place at the interfaces between different areas of knowledge. Addressing informatics challenges around the concepts of exposure science, participatory health and virtual worlds represents a good example.

Anne Moen: My explanations would be in the direction that there are (a) weak conventions for trustworthiness, representativeness and quality in studies using media rich data, and (b) ‘pilotitis’, i.e. studies do not scale nor transfer across practice systems, settings or countries.

Hyeoun-Ae Park: Developing an ontology for a specific domain requires a considerable time because it involves collecting terms for class, slots and values; establishing hierarchical relationship among classes and adding additional details on each class. Thus, researchers tend to use speedy vocabulary management for social big data analytics.

Indra Neil Sarkar: The maturity of informatics has led to limited incentive to share our ideas with the community of beneficiaries (e.g., clinicians). More cross-communication between clinical and patient oriented publication venues with informatics ones is needed. Academic culture also encourages self-promotion.

4. Do we know about or can we guess at reasons for the above?

Suzanne Bakken: I believe that the major reason for this is that many education programs emphasize the engineering rather than scientific aspects of the discipline. There are multiple consequences of this lack. First, discoveries may lack context; this could worsen in the era of big data. Second, the active ingredients of BMHI interventions may be unknown and difficult to replicate. Third, inadequate theoretical foundations in BMHI research will result in failure to build knowledge and advance the field as a scientific discipline.

Simon de Lusignan: Lack of serious career progression/opportunities particularly within clinical medicine. Part of the problem is the failure to define our discipline [73] and its sub-disciplines and their core theory [74].

Michio Kimura: Reluctance of reporting non-positive results, though there are many learnable failures.

5. What could be consequences of change for research strategies?

Suzanne Bakken: The impact of developing middle range theories is an increase in the knowledge base for the discipline.
6. What could be consequences of change on the knowledge and skills that have to be included in educational programs and courses in biomedical and health informatics?

Suzanne Bakken: The addition of middle range theories requires a change in BMHI educational programs and courses. Some authors have proposed general competencies in theories. For example, Kulikowski et al. proposed the understanding and application of “syntactic, semantic, cognitive, social, and pragmatic theories as they are used in biomedical informatics” [17]. However, such competencies do not emphasize the development and testing of middle range theories for BMHI research.

Simon de Lusignan: Yes, we need skills and modules around core informatics theory and practice in all clinical training pathways [80]. However, the post-graduate pathway that should produce this disciplines new academic leaders is the most lacking.

Michio Kimura: Analyses based on all cases of electronic medical records. Data reconciliation methods to make databases for all populations from scattered databases of providers. Structured evaluation methods of failures, as well as successes.

Sabine Koch: We do not only train students devoted to research but many who will work in health care settings and industry. These students need to know which genuine biomedical informatics methods or theories from other fields are available, how and under which circumstances to apply them, and which effects to expect from their application.

Casimir Kulikowski: Stimulating new ways of scientific thinking and dispassionate assessment of professional practices in socio-economic and political environments and contexts. Human-technological ecosystems centered on individual care, rather than ethically-constrained or compromised group or population-centered care alone needs to be emphasized.

John Mantas: The adoption of the IMIA educational recommendations [16] is a
good sign that we can both balance the theoretical and applications contents of our field at adequate level. Depending on the focus of postgraduate courses either on research or on applications, curriculum contents are usually modified, accordingly. Curricula should be adapted and updated continuously to fit the local needs as well as the upcoming technologies without losing the baseline of the theoretical background of the discipline.

Victor Maojo: Health analytics (and big data) is hardly differentiated from classical statistical areas. This trend, generally labelled as ‘data science’, can eliminate the borders between BMHI and other fields, as it actually happens in some BMHI programs. Instruction should be adapted to each profile (e.g., nanomedicine and nanotechnology, for nanoinformatics). Master of science and PhD programs must encourage independent and original scientific thinking while some current programs may actually emphasize professional profiles rather than scientific.

Michael Marschollek: We should aim to establish a cross-fertilizing relationship between students and teachers driven by enthusiasm for the ultimate and noble goal of medical informatics – improvement of health for all of us – which is fundamental, though not easy to achieve. In medical students, we need to spark interest or at least establish understanding for our discipline, ideally by involving them actively in our research projects.

Fernando Martin-Sanchez: The next generation of health informaticians needs to learn how to work with integrative conceptual models and apply them when implementing biomedical research and clinical solutions. This will make them more aware of the full potential of research on health informatics.

Anne Moen: Educational offerings should include discussions of inherent ambiguity in clinical information, logics of professional work or personal care activities, and interdisciplinary contributions beyond ones primary frame of reference, knowledge or expertise.

Hyeoun-Ae Park: For ontology development, students need to have fundamental knowledge on health care, personal health and population health to understand the domain where an ontology is being developed. In addition, natural language processing and semantic technologies are required as one of fundamental knowledge under technological approach. However, knowledge representation – a method of encoding concepts and relationships in a domain using definitions that are computable – is among the most important skills needed to be emphasized in educational programs.

Indra Neil Sarkar: We must embrace team science approaches that integrate informatics students with health students. Additionally, there needs to be design of curricula that focus on applied clinical informatics and interface with basic informatics research.

7. Discussion
A variety of themes emerged in the set of answers provided by the panellists. Some panellists took the theoretical foundations of the field for granted, while several questioned whether the field was actually grounded in a strong theoretical foundation. Panellists proposed a range of suggestions for new or improved approaches, methodologies, and techniques to enhance the BMHI research agenda. They offered opinions on the reasons for the failure to fully adopt some of these approaches, as well as the potential positive consequences of integrating these new or improved approaches. Finally, the panellists proposed some changes that would need to be made to BMHI training programs if the field were to evolve in the suggested ways.

The main research themes identified include: fundamental theories of BMHI, personalized medicine in context, and a research agenda driven by real world problems. Many argued that the BMHI field lacked a solid theoretical foundation both for discovery and intervention research. This means that discoveries, for example, through data mining methods, were likely to lack context. Further, without a solid foundation, informatics interventions for health care might be difficult to replicate. Perhaps, just as importantly, without a theoretical foundation it is extremely difficult to build the necessary knowledge to advance the field as a scientific discipline. One panellist proposed that the field adopts the principles of the middle range theory [81]. Middle range theories are distinguished from grand theories and are narrower in scope. A middle range theory aims to integrate theory and empirical research by abstracting away from empirical data to create testable, verifiable hypotheses. Another panellist suggested that basic research in the field needs to operate at multiple scales, resolutions, and levels of abstraction, and that research in health care practice would do well to adopt theories of social interaction and gaming and multiple agent decision and action systems.

Indeed, advances in personalized medicine cannot be achieved in specific, isolated situations or narrow settings. Some panellists argued that causal discoveries and optimal interventions should be conducted through the continuum of care trajectory – from personal health, community and social wellness, through clinical care and population. Others highlighted that scientific investigations and innovative solutions should effectively combine the different -omic perspectives of the individuals, carefully mitigate the complex interactions between the human and the environment, and systematically address the interdisciplinary challenges in socio-economical and political contexts.

Several panellists advocated that the future research agenda should be driven by real world problems, with deep engagement and input from patients and clinical stakeholders. Such investigations, while aiming for practical impact, should focus on the fundamental and applied research issues, instead of simply developing or evaluating applications.

According to many of the panellists, the research agenda in the BMHI field could be advanced by adopting new and improved approaches, methodologies, and techniques. Broad based, integrative approaches are needed to support full cycles of exploratory, theoretical, and experimental investigations. In some cases these will result from collaboration with scientists in adjacent fields thereby strengthening the interdisciplinary nature of the field. New discoveries and disruptions often happen
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at the interfaces among different areas of knowledge. New paradigms for experimental design and evaluation are needed, and predictions based on the existing data-to-information-to-knowledge paradigm need to be verified. Many insights can be gained from working with real world data from different perspectives, and analysis and understanding of both successful and failed cases. Additional modalities such as language, image, speech, and multimedia need to be incorporated. Temporal data approaches are needed, and more real world evidence, including data from large-scale electronic health record systems and longitudinal data clinical trials are also needed.

One pressing area is to pursue better methods for integrating heterogeneous data from multiple sources, while ensuring that the quality and trustworthiness of the data are assessed. An important research area continues to be the development and adoption of data standards. One panellist suggested that a framework for the field should be developed based on ontologies and data models for unstructured data, while another panellist cautioned that it would be important to assess the impact of formal representations on representing a range of health care activities. High on the list of additional data types to incorporate in biomedical and health information research are -omics data, including genomic, proteomic, metabolomics and environmental data with the goal of integrating these with clinical data. Approaches for incorporating data generated from mobile health, social media, and a range of biometric applications need to be explored and developed. The emerging focus on precision medicine and personalized care has great potential for the further development of the BMHI field.

One panellist suggested possible reasons why some of the above-mentioned approaches may not have been readily adopted. These included that researchers tend to conduct research driven by (perhaps) externally imposed research agendas; that they continue to use techniques that they learned as students; and that they tend to use conventional research techniques because these are widely used and accepted. Another panellist suggested that, in fact, there is a publication bias to publish research that follows established trends, rather than publish highly original research that perhaps has taken methodological risks. Interdisciplinary approaches are a challenge because methodological boundaries are possibly blurred, and academic systems may not be prepared to effectively evaluate such research. On the other hand, one panellist argued that it is important to identify ways to collaborate with rather than compete with related fields, and another argued that a greater emphasis on integrative, interdisciplinary models for BMHI would likely raise the profile of the field. Publications that include open data sets and source code are available to a much broader audience and would, in theory, lead to greater cross-fertilization of ideas among researchers and disciplines.

Panellists proposed some changes that will need to be made to BMHI training programs given the suggestions they have made for improvements to the informatics research agenda. The existing IMIA educational recommendations [16] will need to be adapted and updated regularly. The theoretical underpinnings of middle range theory, if adopted, will need to be taught. New ways of scientific thinking should be stimulated, and students should be encouraged to pursue original scientific approaches. Some panellists argued that digital health literacy and how to apply or develop the right informatics tools and systems to conduct research should be taught to all medical students; these should complement the rigorous training in professional practices in different socio-economic and political environments or contexts. It will continue to be important to acknowledge the broad range of career trajectories for informatics students some of whom will be pursuing careers in academia, while others will work in health care settings, or in industry. Students should learn to work with integrative models in their research, and they should be exposed to research beyond their primary frames of reference, knowledge, and expertise. Team science approaches that bring informatics students together with students in the health care disciplines should be promoted. The challenges and the importance of supporting patient care through the continuum should be highlighted.

The field of biomedical and health informatics is at a crossroads. We are maturing as an academic and intellectual community, but our recent research has largely focused on specific, small-scale application projects and evaluation studies. Many panellists reckon that our profession is at risk of being marginalized. Some highlighted the worrisome trends that many informatics tools in use are developed without informatics professionals. Also, most medical and health care professionals just readily accept the vendor supplied solutions and technologies in their routine work. If the proposed changes in research directions are adopted, there is a high chance that the new advancements would raise the profile of the field, and influence a shift in government support for health care from one that is solely based on financial considerations. This will allow BMHI to continue to flourish as an important discipline, with many innovative interventions to reach the original objectives of advancing science and improving health care outcomes.
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